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Clay Pit - playful experimentations on material properties 
 
Clay Pit introduces ceramics in its different transformative forms for the participants to experiment and 
explore in a playful way. The transformative forms of the material mean that clay and ceramics are offered 
e.g. as soft, hard, dry, wet and as fired small bricks. Participants will be introduced to the basics of 
ceramics in order to understand the material properties and to start exploring the material from personal 
interests. The participants are expected to think ceramics through their own professional backgrounds; 
weather it is textile or engineering, what could you do with combining ceramics? 
 
What is the workshop about 
 
This workshop concentrates on the hands-on experimentations with ceramic materials. The aim is to 
produce small scale test pieces that can be fired during the workshop and in the end participants will 
have their own test pieces with them. Ceramic materials can be explored as such or combined with other 
materials. 
 
Day 1: Introduction to the ceramics and the different transformative stages that is offered during the 
workshop. How and where ceramics is used today and how different materials can be combined with it. 
Developing projects and getting started with testing and experimenting. 
Day 2: Continuing with projects, finding possible collaboration and finishing first test pieces for the firing. 
Day 3: Continuing with projects, looking at the results from previous days and finishing the rest of the 
test pieces for the firing. 
 
Goals 
The goal is to understand ceramics as a material from the personal point of view, meaning that how 
ceramics can be exploited or developed in the needs of individuals from different fields. The 
experimentations are rooted in creative making and social environment/context. 
 
Organiser(s) and location 
Priska Falin, Doctoral Candidate (EMPIRICA), ARTS 
A-space, Otakaari 15, Otaniemi, Espoo, http://aspace.aalto.fi 
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